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Ambassador’s letter inviting me to present today:

“we recognize [Fracking] is one of the most 
serious environmental problems that humanity 

faces today.”







CAPP Gas Migration Study 

(Final Report 1995)

~24,000 historic Alberta water well records were 
reviewed by the regulator

17 (0.07%) reported “gas” present before 

oil & gas development (1935-53)

41 (0.17%) reported “gas” present after (1960-95)



Historic Alberta Water Well Records:

About time frac’ing
started,

0.18% had 
methane present





I bought my place at Rosebud 
in 1998



Natural gas in fresh water wells

Usually at low levels, does not dramatically change.

Dr. Muehlenbachs: Microbial gas doesn’t produce ethane

CAPP “baseline” study, dissolved levels very low, most < 1 mg/l
(Risk of explosion at 1 mg/l if water passes confined space)

Regulator study: methane/ethane not detected in 90% water 
wells in coal.

Dr Bernard Mayer: free gas seldom in water wells



~ 2300 historic water well records 50 km2 
around my home completed prior to the 

arrival of shallow frac’d Coalbed Methane 
(~2001)

4 (0.17%) noted the presence of a gas that 
could be methane



The Canadian Council of Ministers of the 
Environment 2002 report:

Unconventional natural gas drilling poses a
real threat to groundwater 

quality & quantity

Canada needs “baseline hydrogeological
investigations….to be able to recognize and 

track groundwater contaminants.”



Instead,

Encana’s secret frac experiments into drinking water 
aquifers begin without “baseline” hydrogeological

assessments



2001-2004

Encana secretly perforates & fractures into, 
contaminates Rosebud’s drinking water 

aquifers, violating laws & regulations

Regulators engage in fraud, helping Encana
keep this secret



2004: Encana landman cons citizens to sign 
illegal “blanket approval” documents

Regulator enables it.



2004: Companies ask govts & regulators for 
blanket approval for unconventional oil & gas



A decade later,

The Alberta regulator granted blanket 
approval in Fox Creek (home of world 

record 4.8M frac quake; frac’ing has been 
proven to directly cause earthquakes).

Blanket approval is now province-wide.



2003 – Frac’d Life begins 

With Noise

EnCana continues to violate my legal right 
to quiet enjoyment of my home & land

2003: Test by EnCana on my well
Water appearance: Clear

Tester did not report visible gas in my water















Open House 
Oct 21, 2004

EnCana promised that they would only frac
far below our fresh water aquifers

and below the impermeable layer to prevent 
gas migration into our water.

$150,000 promise to Rosebud Theatre



January 11, 2005, Rosebud water 
tower blows up in an explosion 

“Investigators say an accumulation of 
gases appears to have caused the Jan. 11 

explosion that destroyed the Rosebud 
water reservoir building and sent a 

Wheatland County employee to hospital 
with injuries.”

Strathmore Standard, Jan 27, 2005



My water dramatically changed

Whistling taps/blowing gas

Caustic burns to skin/irritated eyes. 

Painful cracks on hands after doing dishes

Soaps/shampoos no longer make suds

Gas spurting water out of tub & toilets

Dogs repulsed by the water



Photo by Chris Schwarz, 
Edmonton Journal



December 13, 2005 
Edmonton Journal



Feb 28, 2006 
Alberta Legislature

Environment Minister 
promised affected

families

safe alternate water 
“now and into the future”

regardless if
the methane is from 

“natural flow”
or not.



2006: Regulator tests Ernst’s water &  
blames her before lab results in

March 3, blames 
me because I 
don’t use enough 
water.

March 6, 
meeting with  
Minister Guy 
Boutilier & 
Deputy Minister 
Peter Watson, 
blame me 
because I use 
too much water.







2006: Blame Nature Fraud

After Ernst went public with Encana’s data 
proving Encana broke the law and frac’d

Rosebud’s drinking water aquifers,

Regulators & politicians tell harmed 
citizens & the public 

most water wells are “naturally”
contaminated with methane



Regulator’s “Baseline” Testing Fraud

• Only required if frac’ing CBM wells in fresh water 
zones, not other energy wells frac’d in fresh water 
zones or

• any energy wells frac’d deeper. 

Not even lawyers can get companies to conduct 
“baseline” water well tests before frac’ing shales.

Companies were previously testing water wells 1 
miles from conventional or unconventional energy 
wells no matter what depth frac’d



Even though these were found by regulator in 
Rosebud drinking water after Encana’s
fracturing, “baseline” testing not required:

– BTEX
– Petroleum Distillates
– Propane, butane, pentane, hexanes, heptanes, etc
– Metals eg, increase in methane in groundwater may 

cause strontium & barium to increase (Omni McCaan, 
2007)



Canada-wide:

No testing required for the 
chemicals injected in drilling, 
cementing, acidizing, frac’ing, 

servicing

[Fracfocus Fraud created by industry 6 years later]



Dissolved vs. Free Gas
If only test for presence of gas in water, impossible to 

prove an increase after frac’ing.

Dissolved methane test is voluntary!

“the standard is currently restricted to analyzing the 
composition and isotopic values of free gas, and hence 
does not provide baseline information for the dissolved 
gas phase” Dr. Bernard Mayer

Some companies, including Encana, refuse to provide this 
$100 test.  Why?



Gas well vs. water well gas

Only gases from water wells are 
fingerprinted

What will the fingerprints be matched to? 

After your water is frac’d & contaminated, 
how will you make the guilty company
provide fingerprints from their wells?



April 2006: Regulators knew Encana had 
contaminated our water!!

Two Labs:

1) Maxxam:  “(3-14-27-22-w4m and 102/8-27-22-
w4m) it is a likely source of this water well gas”

1) Dr. Karlis Muehlenbachs:  “indicates a source from 
or near the shallower wells, 27-22-W4M”

(obtained via FOIP, 2 years later)



2006: Toxic chemicals found by the 
regulator in Rosebud Hamlet water:

Petroleum distillates, 
bromodichloromethane, 
phenanthrene, 
toluene, 
methyl ethyl ketone, 
xylene, 
benzene, 
butylbenzyl phthalate, 
di-ethyl phthalate, 
di-n-butyl phthalate, 
bis(2-ethyhexyl) phthalate and 
benzothiazole.  

Hexavalent chromium (of Erin Brokovich fame) was found by the 
regulator in a monitoring well in the Hamlet [via FOIP results]



Toxic Chemicals found by the 
regulator in my water

• March 3, 2006: 0.21 mg/L of F-2 petroleum hydrocarbons 
(primary components of various fuels including gasoline, 
kerosene, diesel fuel and jet fuel); 

• March 3, 2006: Chromium increased in my water by factor of 45 
after EnCana fractured the aquifer that supplies my well.

• June 6, 2007: 2.0 µg/L of 2-Propanol 2-Methyl. 2-Propanol 2-
Methyl is a product of degrading methyl tert-butyl (MTBE), and 
may indicate MTBE contamination.  Both 2-Propanol 2-Methyl 
and MTBE are hazardous;  

• June 6, 2007: 3.6 µg/L of Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (BEHP).  
BEHP can cause cancer as well as damage to the liver after 
prolonged exposure.



May 16, 2006: Regulator Investigator 
Kevin Pilger refused to review 

any EnCana shallow frac data because:

EnCana “promised” it only 
frac’d deeper than 600 metres

below the surface



Alberta Environment Lead Investigator Kevin Pilger: 

“We can’t look at Encana’s data at the ERCB 
because you broke in and altered it all”



Kevin Pilger said he could not read the 
hydrogeological report that admitted Encana 

frac’d our aquifers because 

Ernst fraudulently fabricated it and forged the 
signatures and professional seal!



2006: Alberta regulator’s 
Gopher Shit Sampling Fraud

No E. coli in Signer water tested by regulator 
investigator with 20 years experience

After regulator introduces gopher shit & mud 
into Signer well water,

E. coli detected.



This fraudulent data from 1 sampling 
event on 1 citizen water well was used to 

dismiss contamination in everyone’s
contaminated water citing:

“naturally occurring methane”

“maintenance issues”

“bacteria”



2006 Briefing Note by Alberta Research 
Council on the  Contamination Cases

(to blame bacteria), before the Council is 
retained to review the cases!

[Obtained in 2008 via FOIP]

“landowners may not willingly accept the 
findings determined by Alberta 

Environment and Alberta Research 
Council”



Methane in Rosebud Water

30 – 66 mg/l

Risk of explosion at 1 mg/l
(if water passes confined space in CAPP Gas Migration Report, 1996)

Compare to historic data: 
My water well:  Gas Present: No

CAPP 1996:  most < 0.05



CAPP Testimony to Parliamentary 
Committee, Environment & Sustainable 

Development, Evidence, May 8, 2007

On testing for methane in water wells:

Mr. David Pryce, CAPP:

“If it is present, the presumption is that it’s 
naturally occurring….”



EnCana frac’d & still frac’s 
biogenic naturally 
occurring methane



2007: Regulator’s Monitoring Fraud

3 monitoring water wells drilled 6 years too 
late, after Encana illegally frac’d aquifers

Data collected to be used as “baseline” to 
“monitor” frac impacts to groundwater















2007 Regulator Lab Switch Fraud

Finally commits to comprehensive investigation, 
but, switches to U of C lab with least accurate 

equipment to avoid fingerprinting ethane in 
contaminated water wells

GCHEM Thermo MAT 253 needs 5ppm v/v ethane
U of A Thermo MAT 252 needs 10ppm v/v ethane

U of C Thermo Delta needs 300ppm v/v ethane

Harmed citizens ask regulator for duplicate 
samples, sent to U of A for ethane 

fingerprinting



Regulator gas samples from contaminated Rosebud 
water wells, ethane fingerprinted by U of A:

Microbial gas in fresh groundwater No ethane

2006 before regulator lab switch
Dahm -44.27
Kenney -41.66
Ricard -42.00
Hamlet: Regulator collected too little to analyze, refused to collect more

Encana gas well frac’d in fresh water zones -43.33
(Only sampled 1/200 gas wells frac’d into fresh water zones)

Regulator study industry wells -38.95 to -45.89

2007 after lab switch, duplicates
Lauridsen -41.26
Signer -40.40
Ernst -44.70



Regulator (& Corporate) Sampling Fraud
Over & Beyond the Gopher Shit Technique

Not collecting data from law violating 
energy wells, not even those frac’d in 
community drinking water supplies!



Regulator (& Corporate) Sampling Fraud
Over & Beyond the Gopher Shit Technique

Not purging water wells appropriately
Not collecting enough water

Avoids gases in aquifers (affects concentration 
& fingerprints)

Signer water well accidentally purged 
appropriately by regulator (110 mg/l methane, 
numerous other hydrocarbons collected)



Regulator (& Corporate) Sampling Fraud
Over & Beyond the Gopher Shit Technique

Putting filthy equipment into water wells, not 
wearing gloves, not washing hands

Collecting from kitchen tap, not water well

Collecting gas samples slowly, leaving vials 
open to let gases escape, especially 
detrimental to ethane fingerprinting

Letting samples sit in Alberta Research Council 
lab beyond allowable date for analysis



2007
Alberta Environment retains 
the Alberta Research Council

to review the 5 water well 
contamination cases

that had been reported in the 
media



2006/2007 
Annual report, 

Page 14

“Understanding Alberta’s Water Resources”

“Funding for this research comes 
from Alberta Environment,…

EnCana….”



2007: Regulator Secret Editing Fraud
Steve Wallace edited the Research Council’s (Dr. 

Alexander Blyth’s) “independent” reports



Instead of using the damning 
data the regulator 

collected in our community 
they used 

data from energy wells  
over 100 miles away

(that were frac’d much deeper!)



April 2008:  Alberta Environment 
Breaks Legislature Made Promise

Takes away the water deliveries

Declares our dangerously 

explosive & toxic water safe



Some days, there’s a line up



2 thousand gallons takes about an hour to fill

I forgot to bring a book



My turn.  185 gal tank.





Water tanks 
in my 
house

I had to give 
up my 
storage 
and 
laundry 
room



2010: Regulator Deleting History Fraud

Deleted historic water well records that said:

Replaced with:

Records above on Ernst Water Well



September 9, 2011
CAPP unveils Voluntary Frac Rules

“We have nothing to hide”

167,000 wells  fracked in Alberta 
without a proven incident of 
groundwater contamination





EnCana website 2011

ernst
Oval



October 6, 2011 
ERCB Bulletin 2011-29 

Removes limits for unconventional oil and gas



2013 Alberta: Fracfocus Fraud

Industry created & controlled
- Trade Secrets allowed

-30 days post frac’ing, too late for 
“baseline” water well testing

- Drilling, acidizing, perforating, cementing 
servicing chemicals not disclosed

- Zero disclosure for the 100,000’s of frac’d
wells before Jan 1, 2013, including into 

drinking water aquifers.



2013: Deregulating Regulator Fraud
Encana VP Gerard Protti to Chair AER



2013:
Responsible Energy Development Act

Public Interest Removed

No Public Health Mandate





“There could be millions or billions of 
dollars worth of damages”

April 16, 2014
Regulator 

lawyer
Neil Boyle’s

3rd attempt to 
get Ernst 

lawsuit tossed



2014: Federal Frac Panel Fraud

Council of Canadian Academies 
Frac Review Panel

Included:

Frac Patent holder
Dr. Maurice Dusseault

Dr. Bernard Mayer

Avoided damning research and 
data, and lied



From 2014 Council of Canadian 
Academies Frac Review Report:



Federal Energy Regulator Fraud?
2014: Canadian Gov’t appoints Peter Watson 

to Chair National Energy Board
•

Watson was the 
Deputy Minister who 
engaged in bullying & 
fraud covering-up the 
water contamination 

cases



Fall 2014:
• Alberta Court of Appeal rules Ernst can’t sue 

regulator, upholds immunity. (Ernst ordered to 
pay regulator $22,000 in costs)

• Justice Wittmann rules Ernst can sue Alberta 
gov’t, even though it also has immunity. Gov’t
doesn’t appeal.

• Ernst files Leave to Appeal, Supreme Court of 
Canada



2015 Regulator Shred Fraud

Illegally shreds 344 boxes of executive 
records, “including related to litigation”



Ernst’s water too dangerous to use 
for even flushing toilets





When you’re frac’d, there’s no after care, not 
even after 9 years in Canada’s legal system 

and spending > $360,000 in legal costs



2012                   2009



Settle & Shut Up Advice
by regulator’s outside counsel Glenn Solomon



Regulator outside counsel Glenn Solomon:
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